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Viewsonic A-00009620 remote control Interactive display Press
buttons

Brand : Viewsonic Product code: A-00009620

Product name : A-00009620

52 Buttons, Black

Viewsonic A-00009620 remote control Interactive display Press buttons:

004.038.0001021, 02.02.06.0269, 02.02.06.0278, CDE5501-TL, CDE5501-TL-CN, CDE5560T, CDE5560T-
CN, CDE5561T, CDE5561T-CN, CDE6552-TL, CDE6552-TL-CN, CDE6560T, CDE6560T-CN, CDE6561T,
CDE6561T-CN, CDE7051-TL, CDE7051-TL_CN, CDE7060T, CDE7060T-CN, CDE7061T, CD
Viewsonic A-00009620. Brand compatibility: Viewsonic, Remote control proper use: Interactive display,
Input type: Press buttons, Buttons quantity: 52

Design

Remote control proper use * Interactive display
Brand compatibility * Viewsonic

Compatible products

004.038.0001021, 02.02.06.0269,
02.02.06.0278, CDE5501-TL,
CDE5501-TL-CN, CDE5560T,
CDE5560T-CN, CDE5561T,
CDE5561T-CN, CDE6552-TL,
CDE6552-TL-CN, CDE6560T,
CDE6560T-CN, CDE6561T,
CDE6561T-CN, CDE7051-TL,
CDE7051-TL_CN, CDE7060T,
CDE7060T-CN, CDE7061T, CD

Design

Product colour * Black, White
Input type * Press buttons
Buttons quantity 52
Backlight buttons *

Performance

Plug and Play

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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